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Any 1 of these 8 steps will brighten your day. Do them all and you'll never look back!








Why are we here? What is our purpose? CelebratingNOW is a great starting answer.
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Fun, funny cat videos presented by Chairman NOW featuring cats' perspective on exercise, weddings, the movie "Fatal Attraction," motorcycle racing and more! ...
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Learn the secrets and life hacks to finding the meaning of life in this "2 Minute Tips with Chairman NOW."Life. Wow. It's a lot. In fact, it's everything! Go...
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  Follow CelebratingNOW on Instagram
@CelebratingNOW
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  Follow Chairman NOW on Instagram
@ChairmanNOWtheCat
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  CelebratingNOW E-zine
Subscribe for free, unlimited access to Members Area content. Includes full issues of the CelebratingNOW E-zine!
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  Your Month of CelebratingNOW and
Friday’s Fun Five!
Subscribe to receive Friday’s Fun Five! in your inbox each week. 
As a bonus get free, unlimited access to Members Area content that includes full, interactive issues of Your Month of CelebratingNOW!
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            Enjoy this fun, interactive way to enjoy the Best. Moment. Ever.
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            From in the ground to in the heavens, wonders abound.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  










    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




  
  
    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
  








    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    

  